Kamal is on his way home. He walks through the streets with long strides.
The city is crowded and very noisy.
So much confusion, Kamal. Do not get into trouble.
Kamal looks around before crossing the street.
Once it's clear, Kamal goes ahead.
Motorcycles rush by! Vroom! Vroom!
Kamal sees a horse pulling a buggy.
Thundering hooves!
Kamal sees his friend Gagan through the crowd.
Wow, Gagan! Hello, Gagan!
Now, Kamal and Gagan walk home together.
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Gagan Visits Kamal
(English)

Join Kamal on a journey home through the city. Along the way, he discovers sounds and sights of the city, which are expressed using simple words in this story for early readers.

This is a Level 1 book for children who are eager to begin reading.
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